
A5: GUIDE TO REMOVING SPORTS BETTING AND GAMBLING 
PROMOTION FROM YOUR CLUB
ACTION PLAN ITEM
Review prizes and gifts the club provides as awards, promotions, raffles etc to identify and replace anything that is sports betting 
or gambling-related (e.g. a day at the races, raffle/scratchie/lotto tickets). 
Ideally, do not provide alcohol-related prizes and gifts given the known link between alcohol consumption and gambling harm. 

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT
People’s attitudes and behaviours are learned and influenced by what they see and hear. 
Your club can help shape people’s attitudes towards sports betting and gambling, even before they try it for the first time. To do 
this, make sure your club is free from any sports betting and gambling promotional material.
Creating a sports betting and gambling-free environment for members, particularly juniors, supports everyone’s wellbeing.

WHAT DOES GAMBLING PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL INCLUDE?
Gambling or sports betting promotion can sometimes show up in places you wouldn’t think to look. Some promotion will 
be obvious, but there are also ways in which gambling is promoted indirectly.
This can include:
• on-ground signage, uniforms, noticeboards, website and published material like newsletters and the club handbook
• horse racing on the club TV or radio
• a poster for a local hotel that promotes their gaming facilities
• a tipping competition or other activities that are sponsored or run by sports betting or gambling companies.

STEPS TO TAKE
1. Put an item on the agenda for a club committee meeting to discuss and endorse that your club commits to be free of any 

sports betting or other gambling-related promotion.
2. Appoint someone to review the products and partners that the club currently promotes.
3. If you identify any issues, take action to remove or stop sports betting and other gambling-related promotion and advertising 

in and around the club. If they have any concerns or are unsure if an activity is considered gambling, seek advice from your 
Here For The Game team member.

4. If the club has partners or sponsors that generate revenue from sports betting, gambling or gaming (e.g. a local hotel with 
a gaming room, local newsagency that sells lotto tickets), ensure the club only promotes or advertises the non-gambling 
component of the business (e.g. meals and accommodation). You may need to renegotiate your requirements with suppliers  
or sponsors.

5. Use club social media pages, newsletters or other ways to communicate with your members and the broader community that, 
as part of its commitment to the Here For The Game Community Program, the club will work towards no longer promoting any 
links to sports betting or other gambling.


